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From: ICFP03 <shivers+icfp@cc.gatech.edu>
Date: Tue May 20, 2003  1:03:58  AM Canada/Eastern
To: "Harry Mairson" <mairson@cs.brandeis.edu>
Subject: Your ICFP03 paper 236
Reply-To: shivers@cc.gatech.edu

Dear  Harry,

I'm very sorry to tell you that your submission #236
  How Light Is Safe Recursion?  Compositional Translations 
  between Languages of Polynomial Time 
to ICFP'03 was rejected.

It was a strong field -- there were 94 submissions altogether, of which we could accept no more 
than 24. Above and beyond the numbers, the members of the program committee all remarked 
upon the consistently high quality of the submissions this year; we were forced to reject many 
fine, publishable papers.

You will find attached reviews of your paper; you can also find them at URL
http://edas.cc.gatech.edu/cgi-bin/PaperShow.cgi?m=236 The program committee and their 
colleagues lavished a huge amount of time and care on these reviews, so I hope that you will 
find that they offer constructive ideas for how to improve your paper.

Thank you for submitting to ICFP; I am sorry to have to disappoint you.

Best wishes,

Olin Shivers
Program Chair

===== Review =====

*** Rating (10=highest; 1=lowest): 7

*** Confidence (7=high confidence; 1=low confidence): 1

*** Comments (actual review): In Figure 1, rules "weak" and !1 appear to
have typos.

===== Review =====

*** Rating (10=highest; 1=lowest): 5

*** Confidence (7=high confidence; 1=low confidence): 3

*** Summary (summary of paper): This ia a rather technical paper that
shows a translation from one polynomial time language to another.

The paper is rather hard to read and follow. It concerns Bellantini and
Cook's language BC, and Girard's light linear logic. While there are
introductions to these languages in the paper, I do not think they are
accessible to most ICFP readers. The translation is rather technical,
and by the authors own admission, is somewhat limited.

*** Comments (actual review): here are what seem to be a few bugs in the
paper:

on page 3, at the top of the right column where there are some logic
rules.

It says "By using for instance 1 = All X.X we get a unit type". This
seems wrong the unit type should be defined as "All X. X -o X".

The next sentence says "... we can even define additive types A&B which
gives us a case construction". (and then some deduction rules follow). 
In linear logic both &, and + are called additive connectives, but it is
+ that gives a case like construct, and not &. The rules given are for
A+B, so they are correct, but the text and rule labels use &, which
seems wrong.

There are also some spelling mistakes at the end of this section.  At
the end of the paragraph before last it says "worth" and should be
"worst".   At the begining of the last paragraph there is "buy" and it
should be "by".

===== Review =====

*** Rating (10=highest; 1=lowest): 8

*** Confidence (7=high confidence; 1=low confidence): 3

*** Summary (summary of paper): Neergaard and Mairson investigate the
construction of a compositional translation of Bellantoni-Cook's
functional combinator language BC into Girard-Asperti's Light Affine
Logic LAL. Both these languages capture polynomial-time functions.

The paper claims three new results: Murawski and Ong have devised a
compositional translation of the linear fragment BC- into LAL. First
Neergaard and Mairson show that this fragment can be evaluated in
logspace. Second they show that the method used by Murawski and Ong
cannot be extended to a translation of the full BC language into LAL.
Third they give the first compositional translation of full BC into LAL.
This is a new construction where the target code simulates a version of
a SECD-machine.

*** Comments (actual review): The general aim behind the research is to
develop a better understanding of the essence of the polynomial time
complexity class. It is seen as a step in that direction to explain how
programming languages that capture p-time can simulate each other. The
paper has a rather technical character. In various places remarks are
given on what is revealed in this research about the general principles
that lie behind. I think that the analysis of this with advantage could
have been highlighted and further discussed.

The logspace evaluation trades space for time by handling recursion in a
non-standard way without storing the call stack. The authors say they
have an implementation on their homepage, the reviewer couldn't find it.
Beckmann and Weiermann have given a rewriting system for BC and have
shown that it is only polynomial time when evaluated call by value.
Therefore to translate the full BC into LAL, it is necessary to capture
the evaluation order within the LAL encoding. This requires other
methods than given by Murawski and Ong. A SECD machine can be
represented as a LAL proof net. The translation takes a BC program into
an equivalent LAL proof net simulating a SECD-like machine.

A few opening remarks about the general idea behind the construction in
section 5 would improve readability. I would have appreciated if it had
been emphasized and specified in more detail, how the implementation
handles the two central issues: normal vs. safe and capturing of
evaluation order.

The paper reveals aspects of connections between poly-time languages,
and places the work in a broader scientific context. A more clear
separation of principles in the actual methods used and the technical
details (especially in the last part) would let the contribution stand
out more and would make it more accessible to a broader audience.

---

Page 4, line 6: "every bit of output is a function of only a constant
number of bits of the input".. I would like to have this point further
explained.

Page 4,col.1: I miss a comment on complexity of finding the counter
size.

Page 5, Fig 2: I would like a comment on the rec-case

Page 6, col.2 (Paper section 4): "We have labelled the encoding
single-typed as it fundamentally uses only one type to encode integers.
We shall see in the next section that relaxing this allows a
compositional encoding." I would like this to be taken up in section 5
with a direct comparison.

Typing errors and the like: p.2,col.1,line 8: sharing strategies for
sharing p.3,col.1,line 9 from bottom: Fig. 2.2 p.3,col.2,middle: Fig.
2.2 please double-check typing rules at p.3 p.4,col.1,line 12,16: arg.
number

===== Review =====

*** Rating (10=highest; 1=lowest): 0

*** Confidence (7=high confidence; 1=low confidence): 0

*** Comments (actual review):
Gentlemen-

This is Olin. I have added this extra "review" to summarise the
contents of the discussion on your paper at the PC meeting. (And also
at the specific request of the committee.)

Your paper gave us quite a hard time; it was the most
difficult-to-review paper of the entire process. This, in itself, is
a message of sorts. In the end, however, we rejected your paper not
because it had any technical flaws, or even for scope reasons. In
fact, we feel it is a fine piece of work. The PC, after much anguish
and discussion, concluded that the paper was not a *conference*
paper. It would quite likely leave the entire audience scratching
their heads in confusion; we did not think much would be gained by
shooting this work out to the ICFP community through the low-latency
"conference publication" path. This is a combination of scope issues
and the tremendously technical detail of the work. What this is, is a
journal paper.

So, the paper is, in the words of another PC chair who once rejected
a paper of mine, "rejected with great enthusiasm" (enthusiasm for
your work, not the rejection).

As I said in my form letter, I am *very* sorry to disappoint you like
this.
    -Olin
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Do laptop presentations make you feel typeset, 
justified, filed, stamped, indexed, briefed, or de-briefed?

... sometimes when I read stuff put together with some 
markup language, I feel like a typographical Prisoner ...



Would you rather be typeset, justified, filed, stamped, 
indexed, briefed, or de-briefed?





















































"Thou wall, o wall, o sweet and lovely wall:
 Show me thy chink to blink through with mine eyne." 






















